July 1999 Minutes

Joe Berryman

Secretary

Bob Schlotter took notes of the neeting for Secretary Joe Berryman who is away up
north on h i s s u m m e r vacation where it is cool.
Vice President MAX TAYLOR chaired the meeting since President Dwyer was in
New Mexico working as a crew member for his full scale glider :lub at the National
glider contest.
To begin with it was a very short meeting since no one came up with any new business
and most of the old business, which wasn't much other than going over all the
improvements, was handled in short order. Also Mark Kozak did not show up
therefore there was not a raffle.
V.P. Taylor gave a report on the condition of our old mower, the Roper, which seemed
to be running on its last leg as it is blowing oil out about as fast as it is put in. He and
others are checking on what the problem really is and the probable cost to repair. (They
have now overhauled the breather system with new gaskets etc and it seems to be doing
better. Ed.)

A question was asked about the land pay off and Max stated that it is certainly in the
financial planning to pay off the land in October.
The shed repair was discussed with a request for someone to take on the supervision of
doing it.
Steve Tinsley told about a new epoxy product he has learned about that he thinks
could be very usefull in our type of building. He will report further details as he
learns them.
Max also reported that it is in the planning to use herbiside to try to clear out our
fence rows. It has been tried along a section of the board fence and seems to work
well.
With no further discussions a refreshment break in the meeting was taken then the Show
& Tell began.
KIRK JENSEN, showed a beautiful Staudacher (I think it was) also not sure which
engine he had in it but sure was pretty!
JOHN POWELL came out with a hugh Sig Fazer profile stunt plane. I am anxious to see it
fly, bet it will perform.
GREG LUDWIG presented a fabulous looking Advance 40 which I am sure will be a great
flier! See you later. >>-

